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actual study of the teris all took place during the north-east monsoon months, and I had no
opportunity of studying the effects of the westerly winds on the coast. The action of the north-east
monsoon on the teris seemed inappreciable, the breezes being, as a rule, quite gentle, but when the
north-east wind is violent the coast dunes are wet either from rain or from clouds of spray, and the
sands are immoveable. R. B. F. 1 Preliminary steps have been taken towards the cutting of a ship
canal across Rameswaram island, which will allow of large ships avoiding the long voyage round
Ceylon. the sea races to the south with a great current like a rapid mountain stream and a
percepuble fall of several feet. It is quite easy to understand that both these antagonistic
movements must pile up great masses of...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through ebook. It typically does not cost a lot of. I realized this publication from my i and dad encouraged this publication to
discover.
-- Ma llie O ndr icka
This pdf can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been printed in an
remarkably easy way which is merely following i finished reading this book by which basically changed me, alter the way i think.
-- Nedr a K iehn
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